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 Welcome to Russia and let us start the Russian holidays from Moscow. Moscow is a fashionable 

cosmopolitan city with more than 12 million inhabitants of more than 100 different nationalities living and 

DAY 1 
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working together. We are glad you are here to explore multinational city combining a great variety of 

cultures and traditions forming a unique atmosphere of the former Soviet capital. 

 You will meet your guide and be transferred to the hotel for checking in. Free time. 

 Today in the evening you can visit a Folklore Show Amazing Russia. Its a unique national show. A spectacular 

and fun entertainment program with a dinner - an unusual "presentation" of all Russia, which will 

particularly surprise and delight foreign visitors. 

 "Amazing Russia" – is a fascinating musical journey across Russia, where each region is presented in the form 

of presentations of the best national teams, with use of the amazing folk costumes, ancient musical 

instruments. 

 

 

 

 This morning you will have a panoramic tour around the city centre by bus/car. Varvarka street, Nikolskaya 

street and of course a visit to the Red Square where you will have enough time to explore the area with your 

guide: Alexander Garden, Kremlin Walls, Red Square, Mausoleum Building, GUM, also we will make a stop at 

the panoramic Sparrow Hills spot, Moscow State University, will pass Stalin Skyscappers and many other 

sightseeings. 

 This day you will also visit the Soviet Stalin Bunker which was built during the Cold War. The "Bunker 42" was 

constructed in 1955 as a command post of Strategic nuclear forces of the Soviet Union. 54-meters deep 

stairway (which consists of 290 steps and 12 floors) to feel the depth of the bunker. You will be guided to the 

bunker's exhibition hall, where we'll tell you about purpose of the bunker and its communication facilities. 

You will realize how the facility could protect from all the factors of atomic explosion and feel the 

seriousness of nuclear world war risk. In addition, we will show how the staff members operated inside the 

bunker and display the facility's unique architecture. You will also visit the cabinet of Stalin. If you are 

interested in Stalin's controversial figure, " Bunker 42"tour is waiting for you. Finally, we'll show our special 

effects - imitation of nuclear bomb explosion and nuclear missile launch that definitely won't leave you 

indifferent! 

 Transfer to the hotel or to the city centre 

DAY 2: 6 hours tour including time for a lunch 
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 This morning you will be met by your guide and taken to the Tank Tour. Russia has always been proud for its 

military, and military equipment. Especially, once it carried the victory for Soviet Union in WWII. Since then, 

the Soviet Union and then Russia has been one of world leaders in tank production. 

 Now you have a chance to check that equipment! The famous fight machine BTR awaits your command. Ride 

it as a crewman, take aim... and shoot! Also we have BMP-1, tank instead of BTR option.  You will also have a 

lunch after the programme. What will you get: Dozens of emotions of driving a real military machine, 

awesome feelings of Kalashnikov shooting (10 shots), professional instructor's support. 

 After the military club, you will be transferred back to Moscow, to the hotel. Free time 

 Dinner in the city centre (optional). We recommend you to visit White Rabbit restaurant or Carlson 

restaurant with a panoramic view on the whole city centre. 

 Or you can take a culinary class how to cook the traditional Russian food including the soup with beatroot 

Borscht, the salad Olivye and the dessert: pancakes with red caviar. 
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 Free day in Moscow. 

 

 

 After the breakfast, you check out from the hotel. The driver will meet you at the lobby to transfer you to 
the airport. We are looking forward to seeing you again, always welcome back. 

 

DAY 4: Free day in Moscow 

DAY 5 
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